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We are delighted to welcome you to Teen Line - a nonprofit, community-

based organization dedicated to providing personal teen-to-teen 

education and support before problems become a crisis, using a 

national hotline, current technologies and community outreach. Teen 

Line provides a safe place to talk things out with another teen who can 

understand and will listen, but not judge. This simple act of listening can 

make a huge difference – sometimes a life-saving one. Last year 15,000 

young people contacted the hotline and more than 25,000 attended 

outreaches. Our teens are called listeners, and there is nothing they 

haven’t heard - any problem big or small. 

TEEN LINE HOTLINE: (310) 855-4673 or (800) 852-8336 
 in US & Canada

TEEN LINE OFFICE: P.O. Box 48750, Los Angeles, CA 90048
 Tel:  (310) 423-3401
 contact@teenlineonline.org

FOOD FOR THOUGHT LUNCHEON
MAY 25TH, 2017

www.teenlineonline.org

NORTHERN TRUST IS 
PROUD TO SUPPORT

TEEN LINE

For more information please contact 
Michele Havens at mlf3@ntrs.com or 310-282-3838

WEALTH PLANNING | BANKING
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INVESTING | FAMILY OFFICE

Congratulations to all of the 
2017 Teen Line Food for Thought 

Luncheon Honorees
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
ANNUAL LUNCHEON

May 25th, 2017

PROGRAM

WELCOME
Michelle Carlson, MPH

TEEN LINE VIDEO

HOST
Katie Lowes

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
 Molly Cody, Audrey Kotick, Laura Lopez,

 Claudia Montaner, Alexa Nourafchan, Max Kopelow
Seungil Lee, Isabella Sarnoff

TEEN VOICE AWARD
Tommy Attwood, Eshanika Chaudhary, Joy Flournoy

TEEN ADVOCACY AWARD
Elliot Snow

OUTSTANDING LISTENER AWARD
Dylan Brenner & Natalie Musicant

TEEN HERO AWARD
Naomi Perez

FAMILY ADVOCACY AWARD
Sarah Shindler Family

CONCLUSION
Jeffrey A. Kaplan

Michelle Carlson, MPH

Elaine Leader, Ph.D.

Dear Friends,

We are delighted to welcome you to Teen Line’s Annual Food for Thought Luncheon at the 
Beverly Hilton Hotel to join in our celebration of 36 years of providing our teen-to-teen hotline 
and community outreach services to youth.

It is always a pleasure to acknowledge those who do so much to help youth during the challenging 
adolescent years.  First, our youth honorees!  This year, we are honoring Naomi Perez with our 
Teen Hero Award, in recognition of her outstanding devotion and commitment. Elliot Snow 
is receiving our Teen Advocacy Award for unquestionably being our most gifted outreach 
speaker.  We have chosen two of our outstanding teen volunteers to receive our Outstanding 
Listener Award – Dylan Brenner and Natalie Musicant.

For their dedication to the hotline, we honor our VOICE Awardees - Tommy Attwood, Eshanika 
Chaudhary and Joy Flournoy.  This year, we have eight teens who have devoted all of their high 
school years to volunteering at Teen Line, who will receive our Distinguished Service Award. 
They are: Molly Cody, Audrey Kotick, Laura Lopez, Claudia Montaner, Alexa Nourafchan, Max 
Kopelow, Seungil Lee and Isabella Sarnoff.

We are delighted to honor the Sarah Shindler Family with the Family Advocacy Award.  Sarah’s 
parents have been exceptionally supportive of their daughter’s commitment and of Teen Line, 
helping to raise awareness, as well as funding for our programs.  They are true advocates!

This year’s luncheon topic addresses ‘The Power of Empathy’, which is at the core of our 
philosophy in helping the troubled youth that contact us through our hotline or speak with us at 
an outreach program.   This will certainly be demonstrated in the words you will hear spoken by 
our truly talented teen honorees.

Teen Line would not exist without the many volunteers who give so much of themselves – teens, 
Resource Associates, Outreach speakers – as well as our Board and parents.  In addition, we want 
to recognize the hard work of our staff to help make Teen Line a great organization. Thanks to 
Cedars-Sinai for hosting our hotline and Didi Hirsch’s Suicide Prevention Center for covering 
our after-hours crisis calls.  In closing, a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to all of our supporters, without 
whom none of this would be possible.

Elaine Leader, Ph.D.
Founder

Michelle Carlson, MPH  
Executive Director

Jeffrey A. Kaplan
President
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KATIE LOWES
Host

Katie can be seen on Thursday 
nights starring as Quinn Perkins 
on ABC’s Scandal. While 
shooting she also recorded 
voices in the Disney animated 
features: Frozen, Wreck It Ralph, 
Big Hero 6, Feast, and Zootopia.

Lowes grew up in New York 
and is a graduate of NYU Tisch 
School of the Arts. Quickly 
after graduating, she landed her 
first break in the pilot Rescue 
Me, followed by Hate opposite 
Marcia Gay Harden. She went on 
to guest star on many television 
series including Guiding 
Light, As the World Turns, The 
Sopranos, NCIS, The Closer, Grey’s Anatomy, Private Practice, Leverage, Swingtown, 
Royal Pains, and more. In 2008, Katie landed her first series regular role as Laurie 
Metcalf’s daughter, Brandy Buffkin, on Easy Money.

Lowes has also been seen on the big screen with featured roles in DreamWorks’ 
Transformers 2 and Bad Robot’s Super 8 directed by JJ Abrams, as well as several 
independent films, including Dinner for Four, The Job, Bear, and Café.

In addition to her accomplishments as a television and film actress, Lowes is a co-
founder of IAMA Theatre Company, a prominent voice in the Los Angeles theatre 
community. She is now Co-Artistic director of IAMA and resides in Los Angeles 
with her husband, Adam Shapiro.

Lowes was first introduced to Teen Line through Merri Howard and Merrill 
Shindler’s daughter Sarah and immediately became a huge fan of the organization. 
She attended this luncheon a few years back and is honored to be involved this 
year. Katie sends congratulations to Sarah on all the work she has done for this 
wonderful and important charity.



Congratulations to

The SARAH 
SHINDLER 
Family
Recipient of the 2017 
Family Advocacy 
Award
I was inspired to join Teen Line 
in the fall of 10th grade after 
attending an outreach at my 
school. I wanted to do something 
different and as someone who 
has always loved community 
service, Teen Line felt like the 
perfect place for me. 

I have now been at Teen Line 
for nearly three years and I can 

safely say joining Teen Line has been one of the best decisions I have ever made. I 
have spent countless hours in the car with my parents driving to and from Cedars. 
Being a part of Teen Line couldn’t have happened without the help of my parents, 
and their participation with the Teen Line program has made my experience more 
valuable. I have made friendships that I know will last a lifetime, and have talked 
to so many inspiring teens who have helped me shape and grow into the person 
I am today. Thanks to Teen Line, I have also joined and led the Peer Mentoring 
Club at my school and want to continue this work somehow in college next year, 
where I will be attending The George Washington University in Washington, D.C. 
My parents and I truly would like to thank Teen Line for being such a wonderful 
program, and I know even as I go to college and my parents have an empty nest, 
Teen Line will always be a part of our family, no matter where we are and what we 
are doing.

Congratulations to

NAOMI PEREZ 
Recipient of the 2017 Teen Hero Award

I am Naomi Perez, a senior at New West High School and I plan to major in Computer 
Science at the University of Maryland next year. Inspired by my experiences at Teen Line, 
I practice empathy for all beings by volunteering at the West LA Animal Shelter.  At Teen 
Line, I have learned how to show honest compassion to any person and have been able 
to integrate these lessons into my lifestyle to become a more open and supportive friend 
and peer.



Congratulations to

ELLIOT SNOW
Recipient of the 2017 Teen Advocacy Award

I am a graduating senior at Westridge School in Pasadena and I will be 
attending Boston University in the fall where I will be doubling in Marine 
Science and Sociology. I am a leader of two separate diversity groups on my 
campus, a creative writer, and an Intern for the Newman lab at Cal Tech. Teen 
Line has not only taught me to be a better resource to others but it has taught 
me to be a better resource for myself. I am so grateful for all that Teen Line 
has given me and carry the knowledge I learned here with me throughout my 
entire life.

Congratulations to

DYLAN BRENNER
Recipient of the 

2017 Outstanding Listener Award

I'm currently a senior at the Los Angeles 
Center for Enriched Studies (LACES). I will 
be attending college in the fall, hopefully 
somewhere snowy. At this time I am planning 
to seek both a BA in political science and 
a BFA. I have great passions for cooking, 
drawing and painting, and putting all 5'3 of me 
on my school's volleyball court. Teen Line has undoubtedly been a rewarding and 
fulfilling experience for me. It has been an honor and privilege to be a part of this 
program. Listening without judgement, compassion, and kindness are invaluable 
supports for those seeking help. Teen Line is an amazing resource; being a teenager 
is not easy... especially in this day and age. I have learned so much about myself 
throughout my four years in this program, and I have made friendships that will 
hopefully last me a lifetime.

Congratulations to

NATALIE MUSICANT
Recipient of the 
2017 Outstanding Listener Award

I am currently a senior at Harvard-Westlake 
School, and I will be attending Northwestern 
University this fall where I plan to study 
Psychological Services. I am involved in theater 
and choir at my school. Being a listener at 
Teen Line has been by far the most meaningful 

experience I’ve had throughout high school. Teen Line has taught me the importance 
of empathy and listening and has given me the opportunity to speak to inspiring 
and thoughtful people both in the hotline room and on the phones. I will always 
be proud to have been a part of this organization and will carry its lessons with me 
throughout my life.



Congratulations to

THOMAS ATTWOOD
Recipient of the 2017 VOICE Award
I’m a senior at Loyola High School. In college, 
I plan to study business and real estate. My 
eventual goal is to work in commercial real 
estate. Teen Line has become a second home to 
me. I have made close friends, learned valuable 
life skills, and, most importantly, helped make a 
difference. I am lucky to be part of such a unique 
and special organization. Thank you, Teen Line 

community, for all of the ways you have helped me grow.

Congratulations to

ESHANIKA CHAUDHARY
Recipient of the 2017 VOICE Award

I’m currently a senior at Harvard-Westlake and will 
attend Northwestern University in the fall to major 
in neuroscience and graphic design.  I am the 
Presentations Editor of my school newspaper, a 
section leader in choir, and work on neuroimaging 
and stem cell research.  I’m so grateful to have had 
the opportunity to volunteer at Teen Line for the 
past 3 ½ years!  In addition to sparking my interest 
in mental health and making me a more empathetic and self-aware person, I love 
Teen Line because it allows me to connect with teens and make them feel heard and 
supported. 

Congratulations to

JOY FLOURNOY
Recipient of the 2017 VOICE Award

I’m currently a senior at Fairfax High School 
and will attend Boise State University in the fall 
to major in mathematics with an emphasis in 
secondary education. I’m the President of the 
Red Cross Club and the Commissioner of Public 
Announcements. Becoming a Teen Line Listener 

is the best thing that ever happened to me! It has improved my listening skills and 
taught me how to speak without judgement. Teen Line has given me the opportunity 
to help teens all around the globe. I have spent over 200 hours in the hotline room 
and that still doesn't feel like enough. I will always cherish the time I spent as a 
volunteer and I will never forget how much happiness it brought me.

TEEN LINE 

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
The teens who volunteer at Teen Line make a major commitment to helping others.  
The training program is more than 65 hours long.  After the formal training they 
begin an observer period where they continue to train by participating in the hotline 
activities and in 15 intense role-play calls.   This is just their development phase; 
after becoming Listeners they volunteer at least one shift a week and participate in 
outreach events. 

Our teen volunteers give more than 300 hours a year to Teen Line!  Remarkable as 
that is, some teens participate throughout their entire high school career.  Others 
exceed the basic requirements and volunteer to attend extra shifts or outreaches. 
The Distinguished Service Award recognizes teens that have volunteered with Teen 
Line through all four years of high school.

Congratulations to

MOLLY CODY
Recipient of the 
2017 Distinguished Service Award

I was born in Los Angeles, California and go to 
Harvard-Westlake High School. Next year I plan to 
attend New York University and major in Liberal 
Studies. For me, Teen Line has given me the skills 
to listen to others with compassion and support. It 
was an opportunity to speak to teens all over the 

nation while meeting other teens within my community at the same time.

Congratulations to

AUDREY KOTICK
Recipient of the 

2017 Distinguished Service Award

I am currently a senior at Harvard Westlake, and 
I will be attending Duke University come this 
fall, where I hope to major in political science. 
Initially, I signed up for Teen Line with the 
sole expectation of helping teens in crisis, but 
this community quickly became a valuable 
part of my personal growth. I joined a group 
of compassionate, thoughtful individuals to achieve a common goal of helping 
others. I seek to bring the empathetic voice that I’ve learned from Teen Line to all 
communities to which I belong.  



Congratulations to

LAURA ESMERALDA LOPEZ
Recipient of the 2017 
Distinguished Service Award
Currently, I am a senior at Harvard Westlake High 
School and will be attending the University of 
Southern California next year to study psychology. 
Fight on! Teen Line has taught me so much about 
forming powerful, meaningful relationships and 
sparked my deep interest in not only helping, but, 
better yet, understanding others. I also currently 

co-lead groups at Our House Grief Support Center. My training and experience in 
the hotline room has enriched my life immensely. Initially, I viewed Teen Line as a 
way to help others, but really, it has helped me in ways I can’t even begin to describe. 
I have learned so many essential life skills that I will carry with me regardless of 
where I go in life, and cannot thank Jenny and the entire Teen Line family for all 
they do. You are my forever family. You guys are amazing!

Congratulations to

CLAUDIA MONTANER
Recipient of the 2017 

Distinguished Service Award
My name is Claudia Montaner.  I am 17, live in 
west LA and have worked Teen Line for four years. 
I'm currently looking to study photojournalism. 
Teen Line has been a life changing experience, 
transcending the call room, but in my daily life, my 
education and now my future.

Congratulations to

ALEXA NOURAFCHAN 
Recipient of the 2017 
Distinguished Service Award

I am currently a senior at Harvard-Westlake 
School, and I will be attending the University of 
Pennsylvania this fall. At Penn, I plan to study 
Economics and continue my community service 
work in the West Philadelphia community. My 
experiences at Teen Line have deepened my 

sense of empathy for others and have provided me with invaluable knowledge that 
I will carry throughout my life. I am honored to have acted as a source of support 
for teens who are just like me and to have been a part of an organization that places 
such significance on compassion, acceptance, and wellbeing.

Congratulations to

MAX KOPELOW
Recipient of the 

2017 Distinguished Service Award

I’m currently a senior at Crossroads High School 
and will be attending UC Berkeley in the fall. Teen 
Line is an incredible organization, and I will never 
forget the experiences I have had volunteering 
there. I have become friends with many fellow 
volunteers and members of the Teen Line family, 
and I have learned valuable lessons and skills that I will carry with me forever.

Congratulations to

SEUNGIL LEE
Recipient of the 
2017 Distinguished Service Award

I am 18 years old, and I am currently a senior at San 
Marino High School.  I will be attending Bentley 
University this coming fall to major in Business 
and perhaps minor in Mathematics. Since my first 
shy interview nearly four years ago, Teen Line has 
steered me to become who I am now, granting me 

irreplaceable experiences. I am honored to have been a Teen Line listener and will 
always cherish unique memories unattainable anywhere else. 

Congratulations to

ISABELLA SARNOFF
Recipient of the 2017 

Distinguished Service Award

I'm a senior at Los Angeles Center for Enriched 
Studies and I will be attending Barnard College 
in the fall. Throughout high school, Teen Line 
has been my main extracurricular activity; it 
has continued to ground me in the values I am 
proud to possess and provide a platform I've been 
honored to participate in. I am forever grateful for 
the interpersonal skills I've acquired from the volunteers, administrators, and callers 
alike. Beyond Teen Line, I dedicate my time to Peers Educating Peers Los Angeles, 
writing poetry and political journalism, and engaging in environmental activism.



Dear Friends, 

Thank you for attending Teen Line’s Food for Thought Annual Luncheon, which this 
year celebrates the Power of Empathy – a quality at the core of what makes this nonprofit 
organization a national model and a tremendous resource for troubled teens. 

For more than 35 years, Teen Line has offered teens a vital connection to peers who 
understand their feelings and listen without judging. The innovative idea of “teens helping 
teens” has given tens of thousands of youths a safe place to share struggles related to dating, 
drugs, depression, suicide, bullying, gangs, and child abuse, among other issues. Specially 
trained teen volunteers answer calls, emails and texts with empathy that immediately lets 
young people in crisis know they’re not alone. 

Cedars-Sinai is proud to serve as the home for Teen Line headquarters, and we want to 
congratulate all those who are being honored at the Food for Thought Luncheon for their 
outstanding work on behalf of an organization that nurtures, transforms and saves young 
lives. 

Among those receiving much-deserved recognition this year are the Sarah Shindler Family 
– recipients of the Family Advocacy Award. Sarah has been a Teen Line volunteer for 
several years, and her passion inspired her parents, Merri Howard and Merrill Shindler, to 
get involved themselves. They are dedicated advocates who raise funds and awareness to 
strengthen Teen Line’s ability to fulfill its vital mission. 

We are also proud to recognize the young people who are the heart and soul of Teen Line. 
This year’s exceptional teen honorees are: Naomi Perez, Dylan Brenner, Natalie Musicant, 
Elliot Snow, Tommy Attwood, Eshanika Chaudhary, Joy Flournoy, Molly Cody, Audrey 
Kotick, Laura Lopez, Claudia Montaner, Alexa Nourafchan, Max Kopelow, Seungil Lee and 
Isabella Sarnoff.

We salute the entire Teen Line team as well as community members who share their 
commitment to giving teens access to help when they need it most.

With gratitude, 
 

 
Marc Rapaport    Thomas M. Priselac
Chair Board of Directors    President and CEO





TEEN LINE GREATLY APPRECIATES THE SUPPORT
OF OUR SPONSORS

Presenting Sponsors
The Jeffrey A. Kaplan Family

TeenLineOnline Patron
Cedars-Sinai

The Herzer Family
Stephanie and Harold Bronson
Sydney D. Holland Foundation

The Kotick Family

Hotline Benefactors
Pascal Pictures

Silbert Family Foundation
Liza Wachter

Training Sponsors
The Eidinger Family

The Lindemann Foundation
Jill Mazursky and Molly Cody

The Musicant Family
Nestlé USA

The Shindler Family 
Kathy Silverman 

Outreach Sponsors
Betsy and Bruce Beers
The Hochman Family

Vicki Iovine
Elisabeth and Richard Rogg

If we omitted any sponsors due to our printing deadlines, we offer our apologies and sincere 
gratitude for helping make this year’s luncheon a success.

Teen Line Presenting Sponsor

As President of the Board and on behalf of all Board Members, 
we honor and thank all the Teens, Resource Associates and 

Staff who tirelessly work to make other people's lives better.  
We also thank all of our friends, families and supporters 

(including Cedars Sinai Medical Center) who provide the 
funding, facilities and support to allow Teen Line to be one 
of the most recognizable and important teen-to-teen peer 

hotlines in the nation.

Congratulations to The Sarah Shindler Family, Naomi Perez, 
Dylan Brenner, Natalie Musicant, Elliot Snow, Tommy Attwood, 
Eshanika Chaudhary, Joy Flournoy, Molly Cody, Audrey Kotick, 

Laura Lopez, Claudia Montaner, Alexa Nourafchan, 
Max Kopelow, Seungil Lee, & Isabella Sarnoff.

 

Together we can make a difference! 

Jeffrey A. Kaplan, 
President of the Board



Teen Line Presenting Sponsor

“A person's most useful 
asset is a heart full 

of love, an ear ready 
to listen and a hand 

willing to help others.”

We are so proud of 
our Teen Line Listener 

Sophia.

Jeff and Tracy Kaplan

Teen Line Online Patron

We are honored to support 
Teen Line, a pillar of strength 
and hope for teenagers 
everywhere.
Huge congratulations to our 
dedicated honorees, thank you 
for the life saving work that you 
do and will continue to do in your 
next chapter.
Love and hugs to the staff, board 
of directors, RAs and especially 
our brilliant hot line listeners 
and observers.

Love,
Stephanie, Harold, Spencer 
and Greer Bronson



Teen Line Online Patron Teen Line Online Patron

“No one is useless in this world 
who lightens the burdens of another.” 

Charles Dickens

 
 

Thank you AUDREY
and TEEN LINE, for the opportunity

to serve 

Nina & Bobby Kotick



Teen Line Online Patron Teen Line Online Patron



Teen Line Hotline Benefactor

Thanks to Teen Line 

for teaching Lucie 

how to use her phone and text 

to help many others. 

Thank you Teen Line!

Congratulations to the honorees!

Lynne Silbert & Jill Goldman

Teen Line Hotline Benefactor

We are proud to 
support Teen Line. 
Congratulations to this 
year's honorees.

Thank you for the 
wonderful work you do!
 
- Liza & Paul Wachter



In Memory of
Barbara and Tony Pascal 

Being deeply loved by someone 
gives you strength, while loving 

someone deeply gives you courage.
-Lao Tzu

Love, 
Jenny & Amy

Teen Line Hotline Benefactor Teen Line Training Sponsor



Teen Line Training Sponsor

Congratulations to the 
amazing staff and teen 

volunteers at Teen Line! 
It is your efforts and 

dedication that make our 
organization so great.

 Thank you!! 

Maddy we are so proud of all 
the great work you do...

Richard and Jennifer Eidinger 

Teen Line Training Sponsor

The Price You Pay

For Having Someone Remarkable

In Your Life 

Is The Pain You Feel

When They’re Gone

Matthew Silverman
1988 – 2006

You live on always in the hearts of
your parents, family and friends



Teen Line Training Sponsor

CONGRATULATIONS NATALIE!

YOU’VE BEEN KIND, SWEET, AND 

SMART SINCE DAY ONE.  WE ARE SO 

LUCKY TO HAVE YOU AND COULDN’T 

BE MORE PROUD.

LOVE,

MOM, DAD, ALEX & JOSH

Teen Line Training Sponsor



Teen Line Training Sponsor Teen Line Training Sponsor



Teen Line Training Sponsor

Congratulations to Everyone
involved with the Teen Line Family!  

You Rock! XO

All the Best,
Catherine Bach

We are so proud of you Laura! You have done such 
an amazing job helping so many. Congratulations to 

you on all your hard work and dedication. 
We love you to infinity and beyond!

XOXO Mommy and Sophia

(Dolce, Rosie, Rocco, Baguette, and Sugar too!)

Congratulations to Molly 

and all the other Teen Line 

volunteers, staff and RAs.

Molly your family is so proud 

of you.  We love you!

Teen Line Training Sponsor



Teen Line Outreach Sponsor

Our sincere gratitude to 
all the Teen Line Listeners 
and Teen Line Foundation 
for their devoted support 
of our community. Special 
thanks to Stephanie 
Bronson who is a pillar of 
goodness, sweetness
and good humor.

With love 
and admiration, 

Elisabeth and Richard Rogg

Teen Line Outreach Sponsor

In Memory of
Matthew Silverman

a true friend to
Jamie, Jessica, Jeremy

and Jade Iovine



Teen Line Outreach Sponsor

Congratulations to the 
Sarah Shindler Family 

and to all of this 
year's honorees!

With love,
Betsy & Bruce

Teen Line Outreach Sponsor

Congratulations
Teen Line Honorees!

The Hochman Family
Nathan, Vivienne, Brynn, 
Tyler, and Harrison.



#4Matthew
#youMATTer

We salute Teen Line and all 
the honorees for their tireless 

and important work.
And congratulate our dear 

friend Stephanie Bronson for 
her dedication to Teen Line.
Your passion inspires and 

impacts so many people's lives.

We love you,
Linda and Tony Rubin



Congratulations to all
of today’s honorees.   

 Thank you to Harold and 

Stephanie and to Jenny and 

Richard Eidinger for all the

great work that you do!

-David and Evelyn Hou

In honor of our favorite listener

Joy Steinberg
TEEN LINE Listener 2006-2009

And in the memory of 
Sam Steinberg – Jacqueline Steinberg 

James M. Steinberg

Melinda Steinberg - Gribbs

Harry Steinberg - Esther Steinberg 

Fanny Markowitz – Joe Markowitz

Congratulations, 
Dr. Jeff Steinberg

and Family



CONGRATULATIONS 
TO ALL OF TODAY’S 
HONOREES!

In honor of our favorite listener
Emily Smith

In the memory of
Leslie Danelian

In gratitude to
Stephanie Nemeth Bronson, MFT

With love,
Louise Danelian
on behalf of the
Stephan Philibosian Foundation

Congratulations to

Denita Kiya
of Santa Monica High School 

for receiving a Matthew Mezza 

Memorial Scholarship in 

recognition of her community 

service as a Teen Line Listener.

The Matthew Mezza Memorial Scholarships have 
been funded since 2014 by his parents in recognition 
of Matthew's life long desire to help other people and 

his love of learning.



In honor of

 Natalie Musicant
and the

Teen Line team. 

For all of your important

work and care.

Donna and Michael Broder

Never doubt that a small

group of thoughtful, committed 

citizens can change the world; 

indeed, it's the only thing

that ever has.

~Margaret Mead

Congratulations from
Quinn & Bryan Ezralow



Congratulations to
all of the

Teen Line
2017 Honorees!

From the Nicholson Family 

THANK YOU SUICIDE
PREVENTION CENTER

Teen Line is highly appreciative for its relationship with 

Didi Hirsch Mental Health Center’s Suicide Prevention 

Center, who provides after-hours support to our hotline 

for crisis callers.

We want to acknowledge how important this relation-

ship is to Teen Line and to thank Didi Hirsch’s CEO Kita 

Curry, Ph.D. and the many others at Suicide Prevention 

Center that support our efforts.



THANK YOU CEDARS-SINAI!

Teen Line is most grateful for its 
longstanding relationship with Cedars-

Sinai which continues to provide a safe and 
secure home for our program.

We want to thank Board Chair Marc H. Rapaport, 
President/CEO Tom Priselac, Senior Vice President, 

Community Relations, Art Ochoa; Director, 
Community Engagement, Jonathan Schreiber, and the 

many others at Cedars that support our efforts.

®



Congratulations to 

Outstanding Listener Award 

Recipient

Natalie Musicant!
We are so proud of you!

Love Val, Dave, Izzy and Claudia

With admiration for
Jenny & Richard and

all you do in support of Teen Line!

Love,
Carrie & Ken

Thank you Teen Line 

for making a difference!

The Ochoa Family

MOLLY ABRAMS

Congratulations on all of your hard work 

helping teens around the world.

Love,

Lauren Abrams (Mom)

and

Scott Shagrin



This is in honor of

Charlotte Kanner
who is loving being 

a part of Teen Line.

Natalie Musicant,

2017 Outstanding Listener
Award recipient:

We love you so much and are so proud of the amazing 
young woman you are today. Your compassion, 
wisdom, patience and kindness will be gifts you 
continue to share with the world and we can't wait to 
see where the future takes you. Congratulations on 
your Teen Line award! Love always, Auntie Sheryl, 
Uncle Jeff, Brett and Madeline

Congratulations
2017 Honorees

And to all at Teen Line for another 
successful year of teens helping 
teens. Proud supporters of Teen 
Line…and parents of a Teen Line 
listener.

Bill and Sonoma Leyhe
Katie Browman



Congratulations Paulette.
We are so proud of you.

Love Mom, Dad & Gracie!

A special thanks to Teen Line 
and to our daughter, 

Blair Peppe, 
who graduates this year. Over 
the last two years we have 
seen how extraordinary this 
program has been, not only in 
training our daughter to help 
others, but also in the way 
that the strategies she has 
learned to help others have 
also helped her to negotiate 
her own journey through the 
high school years and the 
emotional white waters of 
young adulthood!

TO THE TEEN VOLUNTEERS
 

Thank you for your participation and

extraordinary commitment and 

devotion to helping your troubled 

peers.  I am so impressed with your 

empathy and compassion 

for others.   You are the best!  

Congratulations.

Elaine Leader, Ph.D., Founder



THANK YOU TO OUR
RESOURCE ASSOCIATES

 
Your devotion to our teen volunteers and 

compassionate understanding is outstanding
and so appreciated.

Ali Baird • Tracy Dasho • Hollace Dowdy
Cissy Fenwick • Mia Goldman • Chanel Halimi

Arianna Helfant • Aaron Jimenez • Alo Johnston 
Debi Kitay • Robyn Kures • John McNamara
Dona Norris  • Joseph Pelzman • Audra Potz

Kama Richetta  • Mark Schiff
Patricia Wallace  • Anne Wullschlager

Mona Zanjani

THANK YOU TO THE TEENS
THANK YOU TO THE PARENTS
 

Your dedication and commitment is greatly 
appreciated.

TEEN LINE STAFF
Elaine Leader, Ph.D. Founder

Michelle Carlson, MPH.  Executive Director

Cheryl Karp Eskin, MA, MFT. Program Director

Jenny Pascal, MA, MFT. Training Director

Else Duff, BA. Development Director

Shamen Balasooriya, BM. Administrator

Robyn Kures, MA. Outreach Coordinator

Sharlette Maddela.  Administrative Assistant

"The process has changed me in ways I never initially expected. 
The listening skills I've gained - just learning to let people talk with-
out interjecting my own advice or opinions - I apply on a regular 
basis.  I am a better person and friend as a result of the hours I've 
spent here." – Sarah

"Teen Line has not only given me the tools to become a stronger, 
more active listener, but it has also allowed me to explore and delve 
into different aspects of my identity." – Edson

"My experience volunteering at Teen Line has been extremely influ-
ential on who I am as a person. It has taught me that the ability to 
support someone through empathy and communication is invalu-
able." – Shadi

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING TEEN LINE!
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OUR HONOREES AND 

ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS!



TEEN LINE OVER THE YEARS 
1980 First group of teen volunteers began training in September

1981 TEEN LINE hotline opens for calls in April

1994 Co-founder Terry Lipton MD receives TEEN LINE 

 “Humanitarian Award”

1996 TEEN LINE begins training officers at LAPD Juvenile

 Procedures School on teen suicide prevention

1998 Dr. Lipton and Dr. Leader receive ‘SHARE!’ Recovery Award

1998 TEEN LINE/Sheldon Andelson LGBT Outreach is created

1999 Dr. Lipton receives “Angels over Los Angeles” Award for

 TEEN LINE

2000 TEEN LINE receives American Foundation for Suicide Prevention   

 Award for work in teen suicide prevention

2001 TEEN LINE receives ‘Angel of Peace’ Award from the Violence    

 Prevention Coalition of Los Angeles for our work in teen suicide    

 prevention and our LGBT Outreach

2002 TEEN LINE receives ‘Kids Talk Foundation Humanitarian’ Award

2003 TEEN LINE establishes the ‘Terry David Lipton, MD VOICE’ Award

2004 Dr. Lipton and Dr. Leader receive the Southern California    

 Psychoanalytic Society Award

2005 TEEN LINE is accredited by the American Association of Suicidology

2006 TEEN LINE adds Teen Dating Violence Outreach

2007 Live Chat component added to our website which had over    

 182,000 visitors over the year

2008 TEEN LINE begins gang prevention outreaches at Los Angeles    

 Public Libraries 

2009 TEEN LINE adds brochure on Cyber Harm

2010 TEEN LINE began its 30th year of service, training, and care 

 TEEN LINE held its first teen organized Summer Lovin’ music event

2011 TEEN LINE launches an innovative text messaging service

2012 TEEN LINE was featured on LIVE, LIFE AND WIN! TV show

 TEEN LINE joins with PACE to educate youth about cyber bullying

2013 TEEN LINE publishes eighth edition of the Youth Yellow Pages

2014 TEEN LINE launches a new website and releases the Youth Yellow   

 Pages as an app

2015 TEEN LINE hired a new Executive Director, Michelle Carlson, MPH.  

 Dr. Leader continues her involvement as Founder.

2016 TEEN LINE launched a Parent Program including workshops, a website   

 presence and a Blog for parents of teens.

As of Spring 2017... 2102 teens have volunteered for the hotline.

TEEN LINE SERVICES 
TEEN LINE provides personal teen-to-teen education and support before problems 
become a crisis, using a national hotline, current technologies and community 
outreach.

TEEN-TO-TEEN HOTLINE:
Open daily 6:00pm – 10:00 pm, PST.  Phone, email and text messaging hotline
Training 80 teen volunteers annually. Outreach presentations to schools, youth groups, 
adolescent-serving agencies and law enforcement.
Website: www.teenlineonline.org

TEEN SUICIDE PREVENTION SERVICES:
Law Enforcement Teen Suicide Prevention Training
Teen Suicide Prevention at Middle Schools and High Schools

OUTREACH SERVICES:
More than a Hotline -   Focuses on the overall TEEN LINE program and volunteer 
opportunities.
Bullying Prevention - Discusses the issue of bullying, including the different forms.
LGBTQ – Understanding the freedom in sexual orientation and gender identity. 
Suicide Prevention -   Discusses the sensitive issue of teen suicide. It includes education 
about the warning signs and how to help a depressed or suicidal friend.
  
PARENTING PROGRAM:
Parent workshops (for parents of teens) and resources including bimonthly blog. 

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS:
The Youth Yellow Pages, available online and as a downloadable app
Brochures on the following topics: Teen Suicide, Self-Injury, Sex and Sexuality, Teen 
Dating Violence, Drug Abuse Prevention, Teen Suicide Prevention for School and Police 
Personnel, Teens Helping Teens, Eating Disorders, Bullying Prevention, Volunteer at 
Teen Line

VIDEOS AND DVDS:
Anti-Bullying
LGBTQ: Understanding Sexual Orientation and Gender Identities
Teen Suicide Prevention
TEEN LINE Help Line

CONSULTATION SERVICES:
Offered to schools, youth agencies, law enforcement, and the media

TEEN LINE OFFICE: 
P.O. Box 48750, Los Angeles, CA 90048
Phone: 310-423-3401   FAX: 310-423-0456 Email: contact@teenlineonline.org



TEEN LINE THANKS YOU FOR 
SHOPPING IN THE BOUTIQUE

30% OF ALL BOUTIQUE SALES ARE
DONATED TO TEEN LINE!

Boutique:

Borrowed Bling

Hostess Gifts to Go

Kiki Bean & Bedhead PJ's

Jacqueline B Clothing

Moonlite

L'DUEX

The Classy Bag Lady

The Treasured Accessory

TEEN RECOGNITION LISTING 2017

TEEN LINE
joins with families to 

recognize the 
invaluable contribution our

Teen Volunteers make to
Teen Line and to their 

community.  
Congratulations all!

Tommy Attwood

Peter L. Jebsen

Olivia Klubeck

Lila Mass

Olivia Tess O’Connor

Toby Pindus  

Sydney Schroeder



	
TEEN	LINE	AUCTION	-		MAY	18TH	TO		JUNE	1ST					

at	charitybuzz.com/teenline					
 

Meeting	with	Amy	Pascal 
4	Premiere	Tickets	&	After	Party	to	Spider-Man:	Homecoming	

Lunch	with	Vanessa	Williams	in	NYC	
Lunch	with	the	Fear	of	the	Walking	Dead	Creative	Team	
Tour	Activision	and	take	home	an	Activision	Gift	Box	

A	Day	with	Jennifer	Salke,	President	of	NBC	Entertainment	
Meet	Jon	Watts	on	Set	of	the	Next	Spider-Man	Film	

Superstore	Set	Visit	&	Meet	&	Greet	with	the	Cast	at	NBC	
Attend	Nia	Sioux	Frazier’s	Sixteenth	Birthday	June	20th	

Meeting	with	Cathleen	Young,	ED	of	Humanitas	Award	
Backstage	Personal	Universal	Studios	Golf	Cart	Tour	for	6	
Lunch	Meeting	with	Executive	Producer	John	Cameron	

An	Experience	with	Producer	Todd	Black	
Lunch	Meeting	with	Producer	Sid	Ganis	

Script	Meeting	with	Producer	Alex	Siskin	at	Sony	
Meeting	with	Casting	Director	Cathy	Sandrich	Gelfond	

Lunch	with	Director	Melanie	Mayron	
Meeting	with	Morgan	Kruger	and	Tour	of	Hulu	

Set	Visit	to	Legion	
And	more!	

 

THANK YOU TEEN LINE SUPPORTERS  

	


